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Once upon a time there was a Noun named George. Pronoun was a very special Noun

because he could poop out gold nuggets. George's owner was named Doug. Doug was actually very evil, and

Pronoun stole George from the black market in Proper Noun . George didn't like Doug very much

because he made George poop out nuggets every day and every hour. Doug was planning to sell the nuggets

until he had enough money to buy the most expensive Coordinating conjunction biggest lollipop in the world,

which costs $ Number . One day, George was feeling very sore, so he ran away. He Adverb

Verb - Past Tense Particle the nearest tree and jumped off. Determiner ! Magical pink fairy

wings came out of his back and flew him Preposition or subordinating conjunction the ocean to his home in Cuba.

When George got there, he met a very Adjective lady Noun . George likes when his women are

Adjective because he likes the soft fur. George introduced Pronoun to the Noun . He

found out her name was Bertha. Bertha had the features of a chipmunk that was hit by a Noun . Bertha

asked George if he wanted to go play Crazy 8's. Of course, George Adverb agreed. After a couple of

hours, a land shark named Lenny came up to them and asked if he could play. Lenny scared George so much, he

got the hiccups. Noun ! George was Adverb Verb - Present Tense out gold nuggets! Bertha

thought this was a little Adjective . Lenny thought this was hilarious. Ever since that day, Bertha and

Lenny hve caalled George Winnie-the-Pooh.
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